TIMOTHY MUELLER IS RECOGNIZED
AS NACD DIRECTORSHIP CERTIFIED™
Certified Board Members Demonstrate
Their Commitment to Elevating Board Leadership
NEW YORK, USA. MARCH 24, 2022 – Middleton Group, Inc. today announced that the
National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD) recently recognized Timothy Mueller as
NACD Directorship Certified™. NACD Certified Directors, who earn NACD Directorship
Certification®, signal to boards, investors, and other stakeholders that they possess the highest
commitment to continuing director education available in the United States.
The NACD Directorship Certification program, the nation’s premier certification for board directors, provides a tangible
assessment of a director’s understanding of the essential knowledge required to lead in today’s boardrooms. Certification also
facilitates continuous learning and allows directors to showcase their governance knowledge to the companies they serve and
to other stakeholders in the broader governance community.
“I am honored to join the distinguished and diverse group of individuals who make up the NACD Directorship Certification
community and who are committed to advancing the highest standards of boardroom excellence,” said Timothy Mueller,
NACD.DC. “The information I’ve learned and verified via NACD’s certification program are key assets to the companies I serve,
as well as to my professional growth as a director.”
Timothy Mueller is the President of Middleton Group, Inc. a consulting firm that leads executive strategic initiatives,
organizational effectiveness programs, and technology solutions for the advertising and media investment, life sciences,
technology, financial, publishing, and consumer industries. Tim’s business transformation knowledge encompasses 25+ years of
executive and board experience along with operational excellence (OpX), project management office (PMO), information
technology, product development, and sales leadership coupled with business/talent organizational alignment, agency
campaign lifecycle management, creative studio services, pharmaceutical medical education development, purchasing/strategic
sourcing, and software-as-a-service (SaaS) entrepreneurial expertise.
Tim served as an Independent Board Director, Governance, Risk, & Compliance at Glow Interactive from 2019 to 2020. Timothy
is also certified in Business Project Management by New York University, in association with the Project Management Institute
(PMI) and he holds a Lean Six Sigma & Process Excellence Green Belt certificate from the International Institute for Learning.
Tim is a member of the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), PMI, National Gay and Lesbian Chamber of
Commerce (NGLCC), and NACD. Timothy earned his Bachelor of Science in Business Administration degree with a concentration
in Marketing and Communications from Bryant University.
“NACD Certified Directors demonstrate their keen awareness that directorship is a profession that, like all professions, requires
continuous learning,” said Peter R. Gleason, NACD’s CEO. “Timothy Mueller is leading the way in achieving and maintaining the
highest credential available to directors in the United States.”
To learn more about NACD Directorship Certification, visit Certification.NACDOnline.org.
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